
 

Bloody Rondo

the main character of the non-yuri visual novel Bloody Rondo. She is one of the most famous characters in the animated series. First appeared in the pages of the manga Cloud! Cloud!", as well as on the ChronicleManga website and on. A girl named Amane-chan is the protagonist of the anime and visual quest "Sinner's Ring", which tells about her adventures and how the Sanrio universe was created. Amane comes from a poor family, her
parents are simple fishermen. After she and her father lost their son, their houses were burned down. Then she joined the Nagi sect, whose members are killed if they violate the rules of this sect. So Amane became a target for members of the sect, and one day she was killed.Her spirit moved into her own sister Nakaku-chan, but she was enchanted and now possessed by a lust for power. Amane-chan becomes a mishuge when he finds the

person who holds the key to the winner of the Grand Tournament. It turns out that her brother Rokujo is the crown prince of the ancient alchemical rings and later the sun god Zengan. In one of the battles, she was captured by Rokuzo, but managed to free him and fight him. By winning, Amane was given a chance to win the Great Games, but so that no one could stop her, she vowed never to return to Earth again. AmanÃ©-chan has never met
Rokuze. However, after the incident, she began to fight for his soul, during the funeral of his father and attack people for no reason. After one such battle, when her actions were illegal and her sister Nakaku was killed, AmanÃ¡-chan was imprisoned and imprisoned in Proserpina, where she was cared for by a fallen angel. Later, Amane ended up in Jolansville, where she was greeted by a Rokujian spirit as usual. Amanerga again became a

mishune, which caused strong hostility from her brother Rokujue and forbade him to pursue her. Later, it became clear to Amanerga that falling into the hands of Rokuzuyo, she could not find peace, and that someday a fallen angel could destroy her. Amanerigadoruko wants to find Amane in order to get revenge. In Game Diary, Amane makes it clear that she is Shi.
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